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国家 西班牙

产品/机械
FUSING

The Fusing is the glass decoration technique with the greatest expansion all over the world.

The Fusing manufacturing process is simple, fast and cheap, as it consists of superimposing stained glasses with the requested design to a basis of
float glass and then, it is introduced in the kiln.

To make high quality fusing, we need a low cost equipment which also includes the kiln, small tools and glass.

We have stained, transparent, opaque and veined glasses. All of them are compatible among themselves so they can be mixed.

Floasing Plaque

As part of our ongoing R + D (Research and Development) work, Vidriarte offers you authentic Flosing Plaqué with bright intense colours. It is the first
Plaqué manufactured with float glass. Most or our friends and clients (artists, artisans and industrialists) asked for a product with these characteristics
and today, after various years of research, we have achieved our goal and are pleased to be able to offer you the greatest guarantee of quality. The
Flosing plaque can be sand engraved partially to create a complete range of designs. As our latest innovation, we have added 3 new transparent
colours that will complete the range of colours available. We hope that this glass will help you to produce work which is increasingly beautiful and
successful now and in the future. 
  
Opaque Flosing

The Opaque Flosing is manufactured in veined as well as plain colours. These are the ideal kinds of glass for making mosaics, tiles,… etc as when
they are glued or fixed, the adhesive is not visible. They can also be applied for furniture, gifts and decoration, provided that we do not need to see the
product against the light.  
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